From:
Sent: 30 November 2011 12:23
To: Ian Davey
Subject: a safe crossing on the Upper Lewes Road

Dear Ian Davey,
I have just read in our local newsletter that there is to be a meeting in January
regarding proposede new crossings.
I live in Round Hill Street, Each morning I walk to work down the Ditchling Road to
the centre of Brighton. It is extremely difficult to cross at the junction of Upper Lewes
Road and Ditchling Road. There is no green man and there is always traffic coming
from some direction, whether round the corner from Ditchling road (which you can't
see until they are virtually on top of you as it is a very sharp bend); dodging between
vehicles crossing over from Viaduct Road or there is a few seconds between lights
changing for cars coming from Upper Lewes Road - but cars always jump these lights
so it is still precarious!
There is also no alternative to this crossing unless you are prepared to go over 4
different sets of pedestrian crossings!
On walking down I pass quite a few groups of children heading for Varndean school
trying to cross in the opposite direction.
I would be grateful if you would put forward a case for a pedestrian crossing at this
junction.
Best wishes

From:
Sent: 25 November 2011 15:26
To: Richard Johnson
Subject: Bus route 37b

Dear Richard,as stated on the phone, it would be appreciated to have more than one
bus per hour,especially the winter months. There are many pensioners and semi
disabled people who rely on a bus on this route,and should you be unlucky to just
miss the 37b,you can be left standing for an hour or more.
Thank you for your assistance on the matter.

From:
To: Mo Marsh
Sent: Thu Dec 08 11:24:25 2011
Subject: Cycle access to Lewes Road from The Avenue

Hi Mo,
I just wanted to write and ask whether it would be possible to have a designated cycle
lane coming off The Avenue, turning left towards town onto The Lewes Road.
Currently, as a cyclist using this road, one frequently gets stuck behind a long stretch
of cars or trapped as they turn left.
I feel it would be a lot safer if there was a distinct road marking allocating a space for
cycles to turn left.
Could you look into the feasibility of this please?
Also are there any plans afoot to install sleeping Policemen on Hillside as cars
thunder up and down at a very dangerous pace. Especially round the bends where
there is no visibility of oncoming traffic. Buses are sometimes the worst culprits!
Many thanks for your time and look forward to hearing from you,

